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Don’t Forget Love

Longing: The Dark One’s Residence in the Beloved. 

Photo by Jeffery Beam





X

He leaves in a whirlwind:

Alchemical furnace   

Blackbird dust  

Late summer rules the grasses 

The Beloved sings Love’s unrelenting seizure

Enduring burning: a kind

of perplexing bleak ecstasy

And the Dark One’s residence 

in the Beloved
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X

How peaceful the porch swing on summer evenings 
when heat takes on shimmering coolness

How I sit to watch and listen

Faint musics shimmy from the neighbors

Cars whizz by like carousel horses

How startling the sun sinks into the maple trees’ fired leaves 
Oncoming silence sweet and deafening  

Perfect for remembering … and forgetting

You will return?  Or will your absence

become coolness—this sweet and

deafening silence?
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X

Evening 

The woods’ least light kindling the breeze

Sparrows settle in branches

Water droplets on their beaks

On my cheek one bright single tear

Such teasing cruelty in your eyes

I thought them magic

Thought them fruit to be polished

Your lashes lashing me

Black lightning in a silver storm
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X

You told me your heart was a sieve

as if to force me into condemnations

Instead I praised your wisdom—

your brown eyes dancing—

your blue-black hair smoking up our nights

Summer welcomes me again

I walk out

Skin crying

Neighbors watching my restless solitude

You thought you owned me

but I know now

suffering alone possesses me
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X

We had no enemies

Even blackberries withdrew small

daggers when we kissed near them

So why these lips pained and red 

from poisoned kisses

To save myself 

would I ever able myself into betrayal?

A night alone on the porch swing swinging

Fireflies alight on porch railings

emphatically light-hearted like I thought those kisses

Even if they live just a summer

they light their own way within 

the great lumbering night
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X

Oh how you nooned me!

The meadow rampant with goldenrod and heal-all

Grasshoppers clicking their heels

Then the storm brutal and unforgiving

Creek bed rising out of nowhere

Bee sizzle and beetle thrum silenced

My body nowhere too

Unfortunate cursed bird

Abandoned
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X

I will write you when I am coming 
Wait for me on the porch where I 

left you

Near the mimosa

I want it to be evening

The sun just dropping

I want the porch to be pleasant with

tea cups and strange flowers

and dogs snoring under the table

Out of your letter’s ashes

I need no gold nor silver diet

And not till afterward 

a handkerchief stolen from 

the black eyes of evening  
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X

I sit among summer flowers

while autumn 

hovers over the fields

You said I was I can be  a God 

Oh I will be! Am!

I am wet with morning

Needing no letters

I am handsome with wit and loneliness

Grief showers me with tenderness for myself

and that enduring longing I’ve written you of

Well  it’s a bitter drink

It curves in me like the garden path 

It hides and reveals in its turning

Do you think I will forget? Have forgotten?

You?

Words words words!

Don’t expect more than that
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X

Your lack anointed me

I stood wretched in its wrack

Rain forgot its way through the oak leaves 

Troubling its way onto the moss then stopped

It gave up to sun just dappled just broken

Then rain again

You in another city where no rain falls

My streets glistening with your stride your shadow

Stepping down into the moss I wonder

How can I live?

The pine warbler trebles 

She knows something I don’t

Listening I hear her telling me

promises that won’t be broken
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X

Suddenly winter

How quickly the foxes

took to their dens

For you a candle

and an unlocked door

For me moonlight pooling under porch eaves

and the dark beguiling with

Fox wail owl weep
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X

Longing:

    Love’s treasured Kabbalah

Every day I learn something new

Remembered kisses scripting my skin

Letters unsent

I’ve written your name backwards to un-spell it

A kind of witchcraft

A kind of kindness: The least the

most you deserve
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X

Winter and winter and winter

No letter warms me

No fire thaws me

No bed revives me

What sunrise warms you?

What kindling burns you?

What sleep renews you?

Winter and winter and winter again
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X

I don’t know my whole body

I don’t know my mind

I know only my feet cold

the mossy path

talking in whispers the way only moving talks:

from here to there and back

Learning the ground’s solace

Suddenly I’m blushing!

Beautiful again!
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X

Winter come and gone

In the heart

In the world

From you

One final letter

I don’t know where I am 
Don’t look for me

Taste of ashes
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X

Spring and I

glide in fragrance and color

under pollen-stained greenery’s

fresh beginnings

Months of imagined letters and desiring none

Months of moon moorings 

Months of dull anticipations

Why was your script so hurried so ragged?

Spring took its merry time

You should too
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X

I am thankful 

where many ferns are

How tough the black root-masses

covering stretches 

pale and shaggy

leaning toward the sun without regret

How perfectly the wild poor ground

shelters cheerfulness

sodden drippings

cold mists

When I was a child

I learned how good a thing

shade is       The sound of it

The same note repeated

A secret nothing

Observing things that escape

strong long-sighted people
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X

I longed for you as the willow longs for wind

shaking its branches willingly

You called me beggar

I begged only truth:

a garnet embedded and gleaming in pyrite stone

deeper than honesty deeper than proof

Now as garnet I no longer long 

for Fool’s Gold’s dull shine

Perfect 

Free of other’s expectations even

my own
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X

Late spring heat sprung clammy on my hands

Breath startles me

Your name that’s enough I think

But enough nevers itself!

The pileated’s sharp call pulses through the pines
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X

Broken hearts littering the world 

Holes in the garden  

Holes in the heart 
Grief 

wonderful gift 

as long as it’s not made a habit

Forgive me for wounds I’ve given you:

I wanted to plant flowers in you

I’ve learned to live with tensions

A monk making love alone in his cell 

blaming no one not even you

Thankful for the place to burn and cool

Everyone grieves with me

Are already knitting the holes with their love  

Listen I can hear their needles threading and moving

not thorns
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X

You think me lonely

For the first time I know stillness’ frenzy

My love knows Love’s every

simplest ecstasy
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X

So this is what love means

And devotion

The coarse body transmuting 

the roughest whim

Anxiety soaring into revelation
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X

I am not your acolyte but love’s pilgrim

My beard a waterfall moistening the ground

I knew you were just His shadow

when the mountain beyond gleamed

smoky blue and 

sunrise silenced the whip-poor-will

I knew you were just His shadow when

my body slimmed 

becoming ripples in the pond

Oh there is nothing that does not see you

Even the tiniest membrane of the smallest creature feels you—

Anxious neighbors watching my walks

Cars’ invented rapaciousness

Little birds 

Fireflies and the bent fern
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X

You dwell inside me now

as I always dwelt in you

Wine of my cup

Cup of my wine

I drank to quiet my sorrow

but it grew wilder all the time

Now my wine springs from life’s unfiltered fountain— 

The joy counts and nothing else does
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X

I am weather I am astonishing

My body sibilant and muscled

The hairs on my neck and arms stand 

on end

How audible your absence

How like my glass of pure well-water 

Clear   now empty

How I relish that drink 

Possessing you I thirst no longer 

Not a bad thing at all
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X

Was it lust making war with bones?

Or bones not

knowing what to do

        but doing it anyway?

I dissolve in sunlight

Your dark project becoming my own

My fruit polished by lightning and tears

Nights now spent alone are enough

A small brown bird overwhelming the lilacs—

I overwhelm the flowers as well

Happiness and

the branch bending in the dew
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SACRED LONGING’S DARK PROJECT

How will you know the difficulties of being human
if you’re always flying off to blue perfection?
Where will you plant your grief-seeds?
We need ground to scrape and hoe,
not the sky of unspecified desire.

What sort of person says that he or she wants to be polished and pure, 
then complains about being handled roughly?

—Jelalu’ddin Rumi

You left and once again my soul became 
Empty and serene

—Anna Akmahtova

This is how I would die into the love I have for 
you: As pieces of cloud dissolve in sunlight.

There’s a strange 
frenzy in my head, 
of birds flying, 
each particle, 
circulating on its own.  
Is the one I love 
everywhere?

—Jelalu’ddin Rumi
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Put out my eye, and 
I can see you still

—Rainer Maria Rilke

He’s the whole dark ocean of love. And 
for the sake of love,
Each being shall burn its own small flame.

—Rabindranath Tagore

 I have no fear 
Of thy dark project, but my heart is set
On living

—Edna St. Vincent Millay

Don’t forget love;
it will bring all the madness you need 
to unfurl yourself across the universe.

—Mirabai
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Even within my First memory, as a baby nursing at my 
mother’s breast, longing has been the one persistent 
passion that has inhabited my life—a companion for 

the journey, an enemy at the gates, a presence in the air, a 
taste in the dirt.  Desire, Craving, Yearning, Lusting, Aching, 
Pining, Hankering, Hungering … even Itching.  What to 
do with this driving emotion, this urge?  How to animate it 
into friendship and teacher?  “Longing” is the descriptive 
that seems most supportive.  Inspiring in its leaning toward, 
but also less overwhelming than “craving”, more intimate 
than “desire”, and somehow more willing to become 
ally rather than foe. Longing can be a sacred teacher.

In some of my late adolescence poems I attempted to 
write to The Dark One, an imaginary Celtic warrior-
lover who lived interiorly in me riding forward as my 
first rival and first seducer.  Then I knew nothing of 
Gawain’s battle with The Green Knight—the Celtic 
manifestation of Khidr—nor of his importance to the male 
seeker. Nor of Khidr himself, the mysterious guide and 
immortal saint in Islamic lore and Sufic traditions; the 
hidden initiator of those who walk the mystical path. 

The summer of my fifth year I was already catapulting 
and frolicking myself to a future adult upheaval. I spent 
all summer in a bright orange dress, covered with giant 
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yellow and red flowers, that had belonged to my adored 
great aunt Etta.  It was if I had stepped from some ancient 
Indian village, channeling Mirabai. I knew nothing then 
of the Bhakti traditions, of the Troubadours, of Rumi 
or Tagore, Millay or Akhmatova. My first intuitions of 
Divine Romance or Devotional Eroticism came, instead, 
from Yeats’ thwarted love for Maud Gonne, in the 
prayerful adorations of The Song of Songs and St. John 
of the Cross, the chivalry in the fairy tales Snow White 
and Sleeping Beauty, and the range of raucous exploits 
and soulful affections of Greek myth.  But I also 
discovered the impulse in the Christian hymn In 
the Garden (Charles A. Miles, 1913) that we sang in the 
country Methodist church I attended through late 
adolescence.  [My husband and I had our congregation 
of family and friends sing that song in the Blessing of our 
Marriage in 2015 at the church my husband attends, the 
Chapel of the Cross in Chapel Hill, North Carolina.]  

In high school, as I began discovering my Queer 
self, I also encountered the deeper realms of the 
King Arthur chronicles and began reading Lawrence, 
Rossetti, Hardy, Catullus, Sappho, Rimbaud, Yourcenar, 
Genet, and Ginsberg.  Their scrutiny of love, lust, 
the body, and spirit seized my imagination. My 
poems began to take on a much earthier scent.   

Later still, in college, reading poets such as Rumi (and 
his beloved Shams), Garcia Lorca, Tagore, Rilke, Kabir, 
Mirabai, and, at last, the poem/songs of the Troubadour 
tradition, my poetic ground became fertile with 
romantically hypnotic impulses and feelings.  I took on the 
assertion that these longings were a karmic gift, and that 
the archetypes Warrior/Lover, Green Man, Bhaktic Dark 
One, and Troubadour unite in me as poet and seeker.  
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Much later poems such as Antinous in Egypt (in The 
Fountain), the chapbook sequence Midwinter Fires, The 
Green Man’s Man (in Gospel Earth), and the cycles 
Washing Linen in the River, Von Gloeden, and Gilgamesh/
Enkidu, evoke in some sense or another Khidr’s power and 
revelation (all of these poems also re-published or 
published for the first time in The New Beautiful Tendons). 
Khidr lives and guides those perplexed in the journey—he 
resides within and yet can appear in the flesh to walk next 
to you. Befitting the Green Man, my poems root themselves 
in the natural world, the vegetal world. 

The poems in Don’t Forget Love aren’t just examples of an 
intriguing interest in a particular poetic trope; they rise from 
living experience.  At the age of forty-two in my mid-life 
opportunity, as I prefer to characterize it, I fell in love with 
a younger man, at the expense of my then fifteen-year 
relationship.  That’s a long story, not worth telling here, 
but it was that calamity of spirit and body that made me 
realize how longing had entrenched itself in me, to my 
detriment.  

Recounting a mythic journey into the transformative 
energies of grief and longing, in these poems the 
tenderness and ecstasies of my young lover and the 
affair have been sometimes flattened and sometimes 
exaggerated.  Yes, he was inevitably arrestingly handsome 
and irresistible to me, and charming and never dull in many 
sympathetic ways.  I still love him in a way.  Those joys and 
that splendor can be found among the love poems written 
to the four great loves of my life in The New Beautiful 
Tendons.   As an old and beautiful soul, he too was thrown 
into a maelstrom of spiritual test.  As was my now husband 
Stanley.  What I am portraying here is a somewhat 
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abstracted imaginal ideal, a vein of encounter, no less true, 
but not the unabridged story of our generative love.  

A number of synchronic events at the time pointed me to 
a path of self-discovery, healing, and a return home to my 
partner—now husband (our 38th year 2018).  At my lowest 
moment during that impassioned period, Doris Lessing 
published her fiercely probing and clarifying novel, Love, 
Again:

She was raging with desire. (Rage: a good word, 
like burn) But why describe it, since there is no one 
who has not felt the mix of anguish, incredulity, and
—at the height of the illness—a sick sweet 
submersion in pain because it is inconceivable that 
anything so terribly desired cannot be given, and if 
you relinquish the pain, then the hope of bliss is 
abandoned too. [...] What was it all about? One 
falls in love with one’s own young self—yes, that 
was likely: narcissists, all of us, mirror people—
but certainly it can have nothing to do with any 
biological function or need. Then what need? 
What renewal, what exercise in remembering, is 
Nature demanding of us? [...] One day the thought 
had popped whole and fully fledged into her 
head, as if it had been waiting there for her to 
recognize it: Am I really to believe that the awful, 
crushing anguish, the longing so terrible it seems 
one’s heart is being squeezed by cruel fingers—all 
that is only what a baby feels when it is hungry and 
wants its mother? [...] It is longing for something just 
out of its memory; it is longing for where it came 
from [...] To fall in love is to remember one is an 
exile, and that is why the sufferer does not want to 
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be cured, even when crying, “I can’t endure this 
non-life, I can’t endure this desert.” [...] A strange 
thing, that when in love or in lust the afflicted ones 
want most of all to be shut up together in some 
fastness or solitude, just me and you, only you 
and me, for at least a year or for twenty, but quite 
soon, or at any rate after a salutary dose of time, 
these once so terribly and exclusively desired 
ones are released into a landscape populated by 
loving friends and lovers, all bound to each other 
because they recognize the claims of invisible 
and secret affinities: if we have loved, or love, the 
same person, then we must love each other. This 
improbable state of affairs can only exist in a realm 
or region removed from ordinary life, like a dream 
or a legend, a land all smiles. One could almost 
believe that falling in love was ordained to 
introduce us to this loving land and its paradise 
kisses.

I also immersed myself in Akhmatova and St. Vincent 
Millay during this phase, absorbing their embodiment 
of desire and longing deeply knitted in grief, curious as to 
how their feminine energy wrestled with, overcame, and 
even dominated their pain and loss, and the terrible and 
wonderful spell of the Beloved.  I had burned to make a 
sequence of poems rich with that knit, with all its bitterness 
and sweetness, while crisscrossing their contemporary 
expressions with the traditions of the Dark One, Rumi’s 
and Sham’s, and the tender and fragile playfulness of the 
Radha/Krishna legends.

Akhmatova, Lessing, and Millay: These were the lodestars 
of my confrontation with grief and longing. As I regained 
my sanity, as I “came through” as Lawrence would say, I 
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surrendered peaceably to my preoccupation with 
these two emotions as perennial themes.  Don’t Forget 
Love is one semi-fictionalized result.  It has taken 13 
years, or is it 65, to write these poems, to allow my 
branch to bend, thirsting and powerless no longer in a 
Dark Project of my own compellings, but rather one 
”set on living”.  Ezra Pound, in speaking of Dante’s art, 
states, “The tale of Love the revealer, of Love the door 
and the way into the intelligence, of Love infinite.”  And 
in the Dhammapada the Buddha instructs: “Longing 
gives rise to grief; Longing gives rise to fear. For 
someone released from longing there is neither grief 
nor fear.”

Jeffery Beam
Golgonooza at Frog Level
Valentine’s Day, 2018
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Notes

“Love’s unrelenting seizure” Tamil poet, Manikkavacakar, 
translated by A.K. Ramanujam

“I drank to quiet my sorrow” From an anonymous Tartar 
song, translated by W. S. Merwin

“The joy counts” Agnes Martin, Writings/Schriften

Love, Again by Doris Lessing, ©1996, Harper-Collins

“Longing gives rise”, The Dhammapada, translated by Gil 
Fronsdal

“How peaceful the porch swing” appears as the song 
“Porch Song Two” in the song cycle Family Secrets: Kith and 
Kin, by composer Daniel Thomas Davis which premiered 
with North Carolina Opera and the commissioning 
soprano Andrea Edith Moore in February 2018, Raleigh, 
North Carolina.

“I am thankful” appeared in Nimrod International Journal’s 
special issue Mirrors and Prisms: Writers of Marginalized 
Orientations & Gender Identities, Spring/Summer 2016, 
Vol. 59, no. 2.



Branch bending in the dew 
Section from painter James McGarrell’s dining room wall, 

Newbury, VT. Photo: Jeffery Beam
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Jeffery Beam’s over twenty award-winning works include 
The Broken Flower, Gospel Earth, Visions of Dame Kind, An 
Elizabethan Bestiary: Retold (with artist Ippy Patterson), The 
New Beautiful Tendons: Collected Queer Poems 1969–
2012, and The Fountain. His spoken word CD with 
multimedia What We Have Lost: New and Selected Poems 
1977-2001 was a 2003 Audio Publishers Award finalist.  
Jonathan Williams: Lord of Orchards a book of essays, 
images, and shouts about Beam’s mentor, poet and 
founder of The Jargon Society press, was published in late 
2017. The song cycle, Life of the Bee (composer Lee 
Hoiby) continues to be performed on the international 
stage.  The Carnegie Hall premiere with the songs and 
a Beam reading can be heard on Albany Record’s New 
Growth.  Composer Steven Serpa premiered the cantata 
Heaven’s Birds: Lament and Song, using three poems from 
The Tendons, on Boston’s World AIDS Day 2008.  His 
tone poem An Invocation, inspired by the introductory 
poem in Beam’s book Gospel Earth, premiered in 2016 
with the Austin Symphony.  In July 2016 Serpa premiered 
in Austin a song cycle, The Creatures: A Bestiary Retold, 
based on eight poems from Beam’s Bestiary book.  
Serpa/Beam continue to collaborate, as does Beam and 
young composer Holt McCarley.  McCarley premiered 
(2015) an instrumental piece, The Hyena, in St. Louis from 
the Bestiary and is working on a cycle based on Beam 
poems. 2015 saw the UNC-Chapel Hill premier of Family 
Secrets, a Daniel Thomas Davis song cycle commissioned 
by soprano Andrea Moore, with Beam’s Porch Song, and 
texts by other North Carolina authors Allan Gurganus, 
Randall Kenan, Frances Mayes, Michael Malone, Lee 
Smith, and Daniel Wallace.  North Carolina Opera 
premiered a re-staging of this work in 2018.  His book 
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Spectral Pegasus / Dark Movements, a poetry/painting 
collaboration, with Welsh painter Clive Hicks-Jenkins will 
be published in January 2019 from Connecticut’s Kin 
Press.  Forthcoming works include a children’s book The 
Droods illustrated by English artist Phil Cooper.  Beam is 
poetry editor emeritus of the print and online literary 
journal Oyster Boy Review (Oakland, CA).  He lives at 
Golgonooza at Frog Level, Hillsborough, North Carolina 
with his husband of 38 years, Stanley Finch.  He retired in 
late 2011 from many decades as a UNC-Chapel Hill 
botanical librarian. You can learn more about, read and 
hear more of his poetry at his website:  www.unc.edu/
~jeffbeam/index.html   

Jeffery Beam
Golgonooza at Frog Level 
3212 Arthur Minnis Road 
Hillsborough, NC 27278 
jeffbeam@email.unc.edu
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